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KORZEKWA is a Polish family company with over 70 years 
old tradition of joinery. Our brand has been succesfully built 
on precision and durability of our products. The doors and 
windows manufactured by our company are valued both in 
Poland and abroad. Every year we strenghten our market 
position by selling more and more wooden products manu-
factured by our company. All of our products are designed 
and manufactured according to individual requirements of 
our clients what makes them special and unique. We try to 
make our products an integral part of a building architecture 
and keep their style the same as the building’s. Our joinery 
embraces both a traditional style and a modern look. 

According to particular needs of our clients, our products can 
feature mechanical and electronic components of all types. If 
there is a need, we may also include special elements to our 
products. 

With a high quality materials and attention to every detail, we 
do our best to keep our goods precise, elegant and functional. 

Many years of experience gives us the opportunity to meet 
even the highest standards of our customers. In our offer we 
have a wide range of standard windows and doors – both 
external and internal ones. Moreover, we take customized or-
ders for winter gardens, built-in cupboards, wooden shutters, 
floor skirtings, window sills, garage gates.  

Using its long experience in construction industry, KO-
RZEKWA company implements projects connected with a 
complex service of construction investments, serving both 
individual clients and construction or real estate companies 
in Poland and abroad.

About us

We cordially invite you to cooperation.
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External doors protect buildings from heat loss, provide safe-
ty, but most of all they create a unique style of the house. We 
know that the first impression counts the most, therefore we 
do our best to meet the high standards of our customers. Tak-
ing their needs into consideration, we offer a wide range of 
traditional external doors. Basing on individual requirements 
of our clients we create a customized offer of doors including 
any type of mechanical or electronic components that pro-
vide safety and comfort of use. Apart from a diverse colour 
palette and wood textures we offer numerous additional 
features including curved woodwork.4

External doors 

Traditional

E x ter nal  door s Tradi t ional     

DZ 235

DZ 082

DZ 019 DZ 128

DZ 182 DZ 195

DZ 123
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DZ 081

DZ 122

External doors Traditional   

DZ 012DZ 055

DZ 040

DZ 199

DZ 198

DZ 208

DZ 056DZ 030

DZ 186
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DZ 076 DZ 017
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DZ 203

External doors Traditional   

DZ 121

DZ 034

DZ 027 DZ 197

DZ 207 DZ 156 DZ 013 DZ 054

DZ 210 DZ 205 DZ 187

DZ 201 DZ 065

DZ 211

DZ 035

DZ 032

DZ 047 DZ 249DZ 127
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DZ 077 + Dostawka

DZ 046

DZ 077

DZ 045 DZ 002 + Dostawka

DZ 026

DZ 096

DZ 284

DZ 206

DZ 002

DZ 204

DZ 051

External doors Traditional   
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DZ 154
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DZ 048/M

DZ 049

External doors Traditional   

DZ 029

DZ 042

DZ 126DZ 036 DZ 059

DZ 020

DZ 074

DZ 023DZ 028

DZ 031

DZ 001

DZ 025DZ 066

DZ 124

DZ 125

DZ 131
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External doors Traditional   

DZ 021

DZ 078

DZ 033DZ 085

DZ 093

DZ 202 DZ 017 + Boczne dostawki

DZ 038DZ 088

DZ 060/W

DZ 037

17

DZ 121 + Dostawki DZ 209
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Drzwi zewnętrzne 

z Rzeźbą

      

KORZEKWA company offers the service of experienced 
craftsmen who are open to new challenges, making stunning 
decorative pieces. Carving is one of the oldest decorative 
methods. Even though the trends change rapidly, it finds its 
place in decorating and is still highly popular. Our company 
has gained a long experience succesfully supplying custom-
ized orders for over 70 years. 
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External door 

with carved  
woodwork

E x ter nal  door with car ved  woodwor k     

DZ 286

DZ 215

DZ 214

DZ 189

DZ 226

DZ 218

DZ 237
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DZ 237K

DZ 110

DZ 225DZ 228

DZ 190

External door with carved woodwork    

DZ 220

DZ 004

DZ 061

DZ 011 DZ 084

DZ 083

2 1

DZ 192DZ 003DZ 260
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Our external doors will surely give the finishing 
touch even to the most sophisticated building. 

While designing our doors we hoped for offering a modern 
look as a standard. Modernity that we offer includes not only 
the look of the door but modern electronic and mechanical 
solutions as well. Except highly advanced systems of elec-
tronic door locks opened with a smartphone, a fingerprint 
reader or a keypad, we offer modern systems of special locks 
and door fittings to keep the house even safer. Modernity 
means not only comfort or safety but also privacy. Thus our 
doors are produced with the use of active glass technology. 
We present only chosen standard models, however we are 
willing to customise your door to your exact preferences 
when it comes to design and technical specification.22

External doors  

Modern

E x ter nal  door s  Moder n     

DZ 221

DZ 098

DZ 090

DZ 140 DZ 143

DZ 216

DZ 247

DZ 150

DZ 222

DZ 171
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DZ 145

DZ 163

Modern external doors    

DZ 094

DZ 091DZ 245 DZ 141

DZ 164DZ 172

DZ 146

DZ 227

DZ 246

DZ 159
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DZ 162

Modern external doors    

2 7

DZ 188DZ 157

DZ 224

DZ 142

DZ 158DZ 217 DZ 251
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Internal doors are a highly important element of 
the building’s interior. We meet even the highest 
standards of our customers by having a wide offer 
of products, accessories and glass panels in different 
styles and shapes.

In the process of internal doors manufacture we use only 
high quality layer glued pine wood that makes the product 
long-lasting. According to our clients choice, the doors go in a 
wide range of colours or wood textures and may be supplied 
with carved elements and stylish wooden or metal elements. 
Moreover, our clients can choose from numerous decorative 
door casings, cornices and jambs. KORZEKWA company may 
also offer hinge systems, including concealed hinges and varie-
ty of accessories like locks, knobs, handles or glass of different 
type. Thanks to a long experience, our internal doors are pop-
ular and frequently chosen by our customers. 
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Internal doors 

Traditional

Inter nal  door s Tradi t ional     

DW 066 DR 071

DR 002

DW 006

DW 018

DR 050

DW 028

DW 015

DW 056

DW 029
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DW 051 DW 077

DW 132 DW 181

DW 179

DW 182

3 1

DW 180

DW 122

DW 047

DW 179
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Drzwi wewnętrzne Tradycyjne    
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DR 046

DW 011

DW 133

DW 033DW 035DW 008DW 054DR 002

DW 158

DW 070

DW 143
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DR 042

DW 017DW 034

Internal doors Traditional    

Drzwi łamane

DW 155DW 161

DW 042

DW 068 DW 039 DR 061

DW 160

DW 021DW 142DW 136

DR 042
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Internal doors Traditional    

DW 071

DW 166

DW 151

DW 135

DW 005

DW 032

DR 075

DW 153 DR 015

DW 147

DW 083

DW 015 BG
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DW 012

DW 085
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Modern design, individualism, reliable technical 
solutions… 

Those are the characeristics of our doors.  

We are able to implement even the most complicated pro-
jects as it comes to technical and electronic aspects. For years 
we have been cooperating with architects, for whom we have 
been executing unique orders. Besides, we cooperate with 
companies that provide intelligent systems to residential and 
office buildings. That is why, we can meet the expectations of 
our customers in this field as well. To our customers, we offer 
a wide range of colours and wood textures which makes it 
possible to design modern interior in a creative way. In addi-
tion to wooden doors, we also have a variety of glass doors 

– both plain and bevelled. 38

Internal doors 

Modern

Inter nal  door s Moder n     

DW 086 DW 080

DW 038

DW 090 DW 175 DW 137

DW 145

DW 078 DR 009

DW 003

DW 091
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DW 037

DW 058

Internal doors Modern    

DW 076 DW 140

DW 092 DR 010

DW 065

DR 151 DW 152

DW 138

DW 060DW 139

DW 146DW 148

DW 101

DW 075

DW 019

DW 025DZ 093
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Sliding door is a solution used more and more often 
in interior design. It makes using the space easier 
and more functional as it comes to the layout of 
smaller space. 

Sliding doors are the best for clients aiming at functional 
layout combined with modern design. Choosing that type 
of doors not only enables covering the interior division but 
also is a great space saving idea.  In some situations it simply 
makes the door almost not visible. A wide offer of KORZE-
KWA company makes it possibile to design any type of doors 
in a style our customers choose – from Classic to Modern. 
Customers can choose from pocket and bypass sliding doors.4 2

Internal doors 

Sliding

Inter nal  door s S l id ing     

DR 051

DR 052

43

Drzwi wewnętrzne przesuwne  
zachodzące na ścianę
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In order to meet our customers expectations, we extended 
our offer of sliding doors by adding those made of glass. This 
type of doors is highly recommended both for places that 
need to be well-lighted where the design is valued and for 
places with limited space. Our fundamental concern is reli-
ability and safety and that is why we always use tempered 

glass and sliding systems only from verified suppliers. Our 
clients have different finishings to choose from – aluminum 
or stainless steel as well as numerous glass textures and pat-
terns. Our sliding doors are perfect for houses, flats, apart-
ments, offices and public buildings. 

Novelty    

Reverse rebated doors

Standard non-rebated door

Reverse rebated door

Left Door

Opening direction of reverse 
rebated door
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Flush-to-wall doors 

Our customers can also consider flush-to-wall doors – a solu-
tion that comes in two variants: The first one are doors com-
pletely integrated with the wall, creating seamless continuity 
between the door and the wall. Such an option is modern, 
highly elegant  and making the door almost invisible.

The colour of the door can easily be adjusted to the wall . 
What is more, a push latch can also be installed in our flush-
to-wall doors. 

Another possibility is to level the door with wooden wall pan-
els, especially when the aim is to make the wall look wider. It 
is a perfect solution for the customers who wish to have a 
wooden finish on the door and the surrounding wall as well. 

Both variants are possibile to be made in any type of finishing. 
We use colours from RAL colour chart and a wide range of 
natural wood veneers.  
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In order to create a seamless flow between your home’s 
indoor and outdoor we use fitting systems for PATIO 
FOLDING DOORS. All of the door panels can easily be 
fold away only with one handle. Whether it is a garden, a 
terrace, a conference hall or a shop window, using PATIO 
creates wide entrance without unnecessary threshold. 
Choosing this type of door definitely increases the com-

fort of living especially for disabled people and families 
with little children. The door can come in a variety of 
sliding configurations with multiple door panels which 
seems to be perfect for any type of restaurant, cafe or 
hotel entrance. 

Thanks to a new fitting system for sliding doors in wooden 
profiles, you don’t need a huge strenght to open heavy doors. 
Even up to 300 kg heavy panels can easily be opened and 
closed with our fitting system for sliding doors. A unique 
Patio Life technique makes the large balcony door easy to 
operate. While opening and closing the door only the gasket 
is moved up and down. 

In our patio sliding doors with Patio Life fittings we use ther-
mally insulated low thresholds placed mostly below the floor 
level and sloping a little towards the home’s exterior. Such a 
threshold eliminates architectural barriers and makes it easi-
er to enter and exit a terrace or garden. 

4 8

Patio Doors

Pat io Door s    

Patio sliding doors (low threshold) 

Folding patio doors 

49
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Korzekwa company is a manufacturer of wooden win-
dows, patio doors and all types of wooden elements for 
winter gardens. All the products we manufacture can be 
shaped according to the needs of the customer. Our win-
dows come in a shape of an oval, circle, arch, triangle or 
any other and are produced from the layer glued wood of 
the best quality. Our customers may choose from mate-
rials such as pine, oak, meranti, larch and many others. 
We customise the product to the exact preferences of each 
individual customer. 

FITTINGS – envelope fitting Roto NT boasts a high level of security 
even in the basic version and so provides greater burglary pro-
tection right from the outset. There are three corner safety spots 
fitted with mushroom cams that engage in the associated security 
Tilt&Turn strikers. 

In our Tilt&Turn Windows there is a night-vent that ensures a regular 
supply of fresh air through a small ventilation opening. 

In a standard KORZEKWA window we use double glazing with 
low-emissivity glass of heat loss value U -1,0. Our wide offer em-
braces also O2 safety glass, P2 and P4 security glass that can be 
combined with stained, ornamental, mirrored, tinted and etched 
glass from the external side.  

Another variant that may be used in double glazing is a warm edge 
that reduces water vapour accumulation on the window’s internal 
side. The glass that we use is certified by the Institute of Ceramics 
and Building Materials and bears the safety mark B. 

ACRYLIC LACQUER – highly flexible and durable. SIGMA®, SIKKENS® 
lacquers ensure long-lasting wood protection from various weather 
conditions. Our company uses lacquers and  wood stains that high-
light the wood texture as well as full-covering lacquers from RAL 
Colour Chart. 

DRIP CAPS – serve to perfectly remove rainwater from windows. 
Additional drip cap in the lower part of the window helps to prevent 
lacquer damage caused by water. 

SCHLEGEL® Q-LON GASKETS  make the windows and patio door 
perfectly sealed. What is more, for better protection our windows 
can feature window sensors as well. 

Wooden windows 68 and 88 Profile

Sash window 
An openable and removable grid

68 PROFILE

88 PROFILE

68 Profile

Thermal insulation of glass from   
Ug = 0,7 W/m2

Thermal insulation of a window  
Ug = 1,25 W/m2

68 Profile

Thermal insulation of glass from   
Ug = 0,5 W/m2

Thermal insulation of a window  
Ug = 0,99 W/m2

88 Profile

Thermal insulation of glass from   
Ug = 0,5 W/m2

Thermal insulation of a window  
Ug = 0,99 W/m2

U = 1,1 W/m2

U = 0,6 W/m2

U = 0,6 W/m2
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DZ 097

EXTERIOR DOORS are of huge importance to your home 
because they prevent heat loss and burglary but most of all, 
they create a unique style of your home. 

Our company’s biggest advantage is a high quality and  pre-
cisely manufactured product. We are aware that the door 
creates the first impression of a house and bearing that in 
mind we make our products according to our clients’ exact 
preferences. 

Taking our customers needs as priority, we offer a wide range 
of standard doors, from traditional to modern ones, as well 
as custom-made. We may aslo manufacture the door for his-
torical buildings, manors or detached houses. The entrance 
door are 68 mm thick, made of layer glued pine, oak or mer-
anti wood.

Technical description    

Exterior doors

Exterior door cross section

Profile – stylized skirting 
board

Profile – R3 rebate skirting 
board

Profile – R8 rebate skirting 
board

Profile – window skirting 
board

Profile – one-way rebate 
skirting board

Profile – plain with decora-
tive skirting board

1. Strip multi-point lock ROTO, GU 
(with additional lock cylinder) with an option to lock the 
locking points with a door level handle 

2. Hinges 
with 3 d adjustment SFS, SIMONSWERK equipped with a 
high level of long-term loading capabilities 

3. Safety devices 
Hinge-side safety devices prevent unauthorised unhinging 
and jemmying

4. Door threshold 
(Low, aluminum, wooden or with aluminum overlay 
thresholds)

5. Patented Lock cylinders ISEO 
Wilka A, B, C class

6. Door handles: 
HOPPE, PASSOTI, AXA

7. Various types of glass 
Safety glass, P2 and P4 security glass, that can easily be 
combined with stained, ornamented, mirrored, tinted or 
etched glass. 

8. Carved woodwork 
Custom-made or chosen from KORZEKWA offer. 

9. Acrylic lacquer 
highly flexible and durable. SIGMA®, SIKKENS® lacquers 
ensure long-lasting wood protection from various weather 
conditions

10. Panels 
consist of an insulated board made of two outer layers of 
waterproof plywood and polyfoam between them. 

Door equipment

A bent striking plate Mechanical striker

Additional accesories:

Mechanical striker is a popular element used in external 
doors with pull handles.

Characteristics of a mechanical striker:

• easiness in use of the pull handle door 

• an option to unlock your door by pulling a pull  handle with-
out using a key 

• highly aesthetic look of the door with a narrow striking 
plate

• patented solution of an EFFEFF electric striker with latching

In our offer you may find a wide range of finishing accesso-
ries like: handles, knobs, knockers, pull  handles, peepholes, 
thresholds or automatic door closers. 

Only carefully verified products provided by trusted suppli-
ers, are used in the manufacture proccess. 

We would also be glad to install the non-standard equipment 
for customized orders. 

Novelty
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INTERNAL DOORS are a highly important part of a build-
ing equipment. To meet even the highest standards of our 
customers we continuously add different products to our 
offer. Numerous variants of doors, windows, glass or fin-
ishings make it possible to manage all types of customized 
non-standard orders. 

In our offer clients may choose among one-wing, double-wing, 
arched or glazed doors made of pine, oak, meranti, alder or 
beech wood. The thickness of the wing is 42 mm. 

Apart from standard finishing elements, we are able to man-
ufacture various types of custom-made skirtings, cornices, 
jambs or floor skirtings to fit the design of our customers’ 
interior design. Our company can manage even the most so-
phisticated design.

Technical description    

Internal doors

Types of door profiles 

Types of door frames

Profile – standard skirting 
board

Profile –  a rebate skirting 
board

Profile – R15 skirting board

Profile –  a stylized skirting 
board with a rebate

Profile - rebate skirting 
board

STANDARD SOFTLINE

1. Cylinder lock
a key, a lock , WC

2. Hinges
with 3 d adjustment: surface mounted (visible) SFS, con-
cealed (non-visible) SIMONSWERK®

3. Adjustable door frames
take the whole width of the wall, made of layer glued wood

4. Door casing
plain, stylised, semi-circular(SOFTLINE) as well as custom-
ized 

5. Glass
ornamented, safety, stained or tinted glass 

6. Curved woodwork – as door finishing
Custom-made or chosen from KORZEKWA offer

7. Cornices of different width and hight
Custom-made or chosen from KORZEKWA offer

8. High abrasion resistant lacqurers 
by SIGMA®, SIKKENS®

9. Standard or customized door handles
(gold, satin gold, chrome, satin chrome, satin nickel)

Floor skirtings

To create a unique style of the interior we offer different variants of cornices 
– standard and decorative ones, door casings and floor skirtings. 

Door ventilation variants

A

C

B

D

Door equipment   

Cornices

Door skirtings

GK-01

OP-01

LP-01

LP-06

LP-02

LP-07

LP-08

LP-03

LP-09

LP-12

LP-13

LP-04

LP-10

LP-05

LP-11

GK-02

OP-02

GK-06

OP-06

GK-03

OP-03

GK-04

OP-04

GK-07

OP-07

GK-08

OP-08

GK-05

OP-05
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       B iometr ic  Lock s      

 

Safety of tomorrow Biometric Locks

A smart door handle EVVA Xesar 

A key and a cross-section of a mechanical lock system EVVA 4KS

A key and a cross-section of a magnetic lock system EVVA MCS

Novelty   

EVVA System

KORZEKWA cooperates with the best companies in 
terms of innovation and safety in order to meet our 
customers needs. 

In our offer we have automatic lock systems, the highest 
standard of safety locks or biometric access solutions. For 
customers whose priority is comfort and safety – smart 
systems are the best solution. Clients whose aim is privacy 
will find a solution in our company as well. To keep privacy, 

both windows and doors can be glazed with active glass 
that easily changes from transparency to an opaque state 
just with a touch of one button. 

Among our clients, there are also public institutions and 
banks what makes us ready to fulfill really strict require-
ments.  There is always a possibility of installing additional 
equipment for customized orders. 

Here we present some solutions that we offer: 

5 7

Finger scan Arte Bluetooth
A white pincode keyboard  

with door bell module 

Key chain, combi key and a card to 
use AirKey system

Smartphone controlled lock
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Magnetic lockElectronics in a pull handle 

Magnetic lock characteristics:

• Soundless door closing. Even when you put a lot of strenght 
into closing the door, there is no specific sound. 

• Aesthetic. They have a latch bold that is not visible while the 
door is open and a striking plate difficult to be seen from the 
front side of door casing

• The lock is integrated with the door, which eliminates all the 
elements that could protrude.

• In a door with this type of lock there is no need of pushing 
the handle to close it. 

BB WC PZ

Circular LED lights Rectangular LED lights Touch sensor 
Bell 1

Bluetooth & code Partially lacquered Q10 + cmos 
reader

Mmicro switch

IDENCOM keyboard IDENCOM Reader Touch sensor 
Bell 2



Wilkowiecko k/Częstochowy 
ul. Długosza 12

tel. +48 (0 34) 360 84 94 
tel./fax. +48 (0 34) 318 71 19 

tel. kom. +48 697 081 790 
tel. kom. +48 605 528 100 
biuro@korzekwa.com.pl

www.korzekwa.com.pl
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